The Original Illustrated Mark Twain

Yeah, reviewing a book The Original Illustrated Mark Twain could build up your near associates listings. This is just one of the solutions for you to be successful. As understood, achievement does not suggest that you have fabulous points.

Comprehending as capably as treaty even more than supplementary will meet the expense of each success. adjacent to, the revelation as capably as perspicacity of this The Original Illustrated Mark Twain can be taken as competently as picked to act.

The Adventures of Huckleberry Finn

Mark Twain 2017-07-22

How is this book unique? Font adjustments & biography included

Unabridged (100% Original content) Illustrated

About The Adventures of Huckleberry Finn

by Mark Twain

Adventures of Huckleberry Finn is a novel by Mark Twain, first published in the United Kingdom in December 1884 and in the United States in February 1885. Commonly named among the Great American Novels, the work is among the first in major American literature to be written throughout in vernacular English, characterized by local color regionalism. It is told in the first person by Huckleberry "Huck" Finn, a friend of Tom Sawyer and narrator of two other Twain novels. It is a direct sequel to The Adventures of Tom Sawyer. The book is noted for its colorful description of people and places along the Mississippi River. Set in a Southern antebellum society that had ceased to exist about twenty years before the work was published, Adventures of Huckleberry Finn is an often scathing satire on entrenched attitudes, particularly racism. Perennially popular with readers, Adventures of Huckleberry Finn has also been the continued object of study by literary critics since its publication. It was criticized upon release because of its coarse language and became even more controversial in the 20th century because of its perceived use of racial stereotypes and because of its frequent use of the racial slur "nigger", despite strong arguments that the protagonist and the tenor of the book are anti-racist.

The Adventures of Tom Sawyer

Mark Twain 2010-09-01

Themes: Hi-Lo, adapted classics, low level classics, graphic novel. These literary masterpieces are made easy and interesting. This series features classic tales retold with color illustrations to introduce literature to struggling readers. Each 64-page softcover book retains key phrases and quotations from the original classics. Mark Twain allows the reader to live life through the eyes of the mischievous Tom Sawyer- the fear of being in the cemetery at the wrong time, the anxiety of being chased by Injun Joe, the excitement of finding buried treasure, the joy of being carefree, and the guilt of hurting Aunt Polly. Join Tom, Huck, Injun Joe, Aunt Polly, and the others on a roller coaster of emotions and excitement without ever leaving your favorite reading chair!

The Adventure of Tom Sawyer : Om Illustrated Classics

Mark Twain

Miffed about being made to whitewash the fence on a Sunday morning, Tom Sawyer tricks one of his friends to do the work for him, as he sits on the pavement, happily munching on an apple. Thus begins the series of Tom’s adventures and misadventures. Orphaned and staying with his Aunt Polly, the mischievous Tom manages to create quite a storm in the small village. He runs away to an uninhabited island, falls in love, digs up treasure and saves an innocent man. Mark Twain’s timeless story of Tom Sawyer will take you through a journey of evolving friendships, budding romance and thrilling adventures.

Illustrated Works of Mark Twain

Mark Twain 1979

An anthology of the
works of Mark Twain including the complete texts of Tom Sawyer and Huckleberry Finn, selections from his travel and humorous sketches, and excerpts from lesser-known novels. Texts are taken from first editions and include the original illustrations.

The Complete Works of Mark Twain

Mark Twain 2015-08-23 This work has been selected by scholars as being culturally important, and is part of the knowledge base of civilization as we know it. This work was reproduced from the original artifact, and remains as true to the original work as possible. Therefore, you will see the original copyright references, library stamps (as most of these works have been housed in our most important libraries around the world), and other notations in the work. This work is in the public domain in the United States of America, and possibly other nations. Within the United States, you may freely copy and distribute this work, as no entity (individual or corporate) has a copyright on the body of the work. As a reproduction of a historical artifact, this work may contain missing or blurred pages, poor pictures, errant marks, etc. Scholars believe, and we concur, that this work is important enough to be preserved, reproduced, and made generally available to the public. We appreciate your support of the preservation process, and thank you for being an important part of keeping this knowledge alive and relevant.

The Purloining of Prince Oleomargarine

Mark Twain 2021-03-09 New York Times Bestseller! A School Library Journal Best Book A never-before-published, previously unfinished Mark Twain children's story is brought to life by Philip and Erin Stead, creators of the Caldecott Medal-winning A Sick Day for Amos McGee. In a hotel in Paris one evening in 1879, Mark Twain sat with his young daughters, who begged their father for a story. Twain began telling them the tale of Johnny, a poor boy in possession of some magical seeds. Later, Twain would jot down some rough notes about the story, but the tale was left unfinished . . . until now. Plucked from the Mark Twain archive at the University of California at Berkeley, Twain's notes now form the foundation of a fairy tale picked up over a century later. With only Twain's fragmentary script and a story that stops partway as his guide, author Philip Stead has written a tale that imagines what might have been if Twain had fully realized this work. Johnny, forlorn and alone except for his pet chicken, meets a kind woman who gives him seeds that change his fortune, allowing him to speak with animals and sending him on a quest to rescue a stolen prince. In the face of a bullying tyrant king, Johnny and his animal friends come to understand that generosity, empathy, and quiet courage are gifts more precious in this world than power and gold. Illuminated by Erin Stead's graceful, humorous, and achingly poignant artwork, this is a story that reaches through time and brings us a new book from America's most legendary writer, envisioned by two of today's most important names in children's literature. A Bank Street College of Education Best Children's Book of the Year "Will capture the imaginations of readers of all ages"--USA Today, ★★★★ (out of four stars) "Samuel Langhorne Clemens himself would be proud."--Booklist, starred review ★ "A cast of eccentric characters, celestially fine writing, and a crusade against pomp that doesn't sacrifice humor."--Publishers Weekly, starred review ★ "Completing a story penned by arguably America's greatest author is no easy feat, but the Caldecott-winning author-illustrator (and husband-wife) team proves more than equal to the task. . . . A pensive and whimsical work that Twain would applaud."--Kirkus, starred review ★ "The combination of Twain's (often sarcastic) humor and "lessons of life," a touch of allegory, and Stead's own storytelling skills result in an awesome piece of fantasy."--School Library Journal, starred review ★ "Beautifully understated and nuanced illustrations by Erin Stead add the finishing flourishes to this remarkable work."--Shelf Awareness, starred review "drawn with a graceful crosshatched intelligence that seems close to the best of Wyeth."--Adam Gopnik, The New York Times "Twain and the two Steads have created what could become a read-aloud classic, perfect for families to enjoy together."--The Horn Book "Artful and meta and elegant"--The Wall Street Journal "Should inspire readers young and old to seek further adventures with Twain."--The Washington Post

The Adventures of Tom Sawyer AND The Adventures of Huckleberry Finn (Unabridged. Complete with All Original Illustrations)

Mark Twain 2020-03-25 Tom Sawyer is an intelligent
resourceful orphan who enjoys a life of freedom that is unsheltered from life's hardships. He is an immediately attractive character who draws the reader through his adventures. Huck Finn is more superstitious and naive, but still an adventurous survivor. Together they engage with their world in this classic coming of age story. What makes these two books classics? Twain's characters are surprising, unforgettable and truly human. The dialog faithfully reproduces the common speech of his day. Twain explains, "In this book a number of dialects are used, to wit: the Missouri negro dialect; the extremest form of the backwoods Southwestern dialect; the ordinary 'Pike County' dialect; and four modified varieties of this last. The shadings have not been done in a haphazard fashion, or by guesswork; but painstakingly, and with the trustworthy guidance and support of personal familiarity with these several forms of speech." The plot combines adventure, suspense and mischief with the darker side of humanity: murder, deceit, brutality and racial prejudice. Twain's trademark humor and observations of human nature are never far. Hemingway concludes "All modern American literature comes from one book by Mark Twain called Huckleberry Finn. . . It is the best book we have." Features of this edition: Complete and unabridged Includes 335 original illustrations Crisp text set in modern easily read font.

Eve's Diary illustrated Mark Twain 2021-08-18 Eve's Diary illustrated Mark Twain - This story puts a new twist on a very old story: the story of Adam and Eve from the Bible. In the Bible story, Eve, the first woman, is created as a partner for Adam, the first man. When she tempts Adam into eating forbidden fruit, they are thrown out of the garden of Eden. Twain's story, however, is from Eve's point of view. It paints a picture of her as fully independent with likes, dislikes, joys, and sorrows. She is separate from Adam, and the story follows as she discovers him and eventually falls in love. Twain takes the original Adam and Eve story and puts Eve in a positive light, showing her as a complete person. Eve's Diary (1906) is one of Twain's best stories, in which he addresses gender equity issues, using his iconic wit and satire. We mention this story in The Unreliable Narrator as a "Reliable Narrator" in contrast with

Extracts from Adam's Diary. On the first day of her existence in the Garden of Eden, Eve begins her diary, believing herself to be part of a great experiment. Eve demonstrates a profound appreciation of and curiosity about her surroundings and attempts to win the affection of the insensitive Adam. The two remain together after being expelled from the Garden, and after Eve's death, Adam reflects that Eden existed wherever Eve did.

The Adventures of Tom Sawyer (with Illustrated) by MARK TWAIN - Original Version Mark Twain 2017-09-24 The Adventures of Tom Sawyer (with illustrated) BY MARK TWAIN - Original Version The Adventures of Tom Sawyer is the first of Mark Twain's novels to feature one of the best-loved characters in American fiction, with a critical introduction by John Seelye in Penguin Classics. From the famous episodes of the whitewashed fence and the ordeal in the cave to the trial of Injun Joe, The Adventures of Tom Sawyer is redolent of life in the Mississippi River towns in which Twain spent his own youth. A sombre undercurrent flows through the high humour and unabashed nostalgia of the novel, however, for beneath the innocence of childhood lie the inequities of adult reality-base emotions and superstitions, murder and revenge, starvation and slavery. In his illuminating introduction, noted Twain scholar John Seelye considers Twain's impact on American letters and discusses the balance between humorous escapades and serious concern that is found in much of Twain's writing.

Adventures of Huckleberry Finn Mark Twain 2016 "If you tell the truth you do not need a good memory!" : Mark Twain, The Adventures of Huckleberry FinnYour 'The Adventures of Huckleberry Finn' by Mark TwainBook Report:Unabridged (100% Original content)IllustratedWorking Table of Contents, Font adjustments & Navigation.About 'The Adventures of Huckleberry Finn' by Mark TwainThe Adventures of Huckleberry Finn by Mark Twain is an 1876 novel about a young boy growing up along the Mississippi River. The Adventures of Huckleberry Finn) is a novel by Mark Twain, first published in the United Kingdom in December 1884 and in the United States in February 1885. Commonly named among the Great American
Novels, the work is among the first in major American literature to be written throughout in vernacular English, characterized by local color regionalism. It is told in the first person by Huckleberry "Huck" Finn, a friend of Tom Sawyer and narrator of two other Twain novels (Tom Sawyer Abroad and Tom Sawyer, Detective). It is a direct sequel to The Adventures of Tom Sawyer.

A Connecticut Yankee in King Arthur’s Court Mark Twain 2021-03-12
One of the greatest satires in American literature, Mark Twain’s 'A Connecticut Yankee in King Arthur's Court' begins when Hank Morgan, a skilled mechanic in a nineteenth-century New England arms factory, is struck on the head during a quarrel and awakens to find himself among the knights and magicians of King Arthur’s Camelot. The 'Yankee' vows brashly to "boss the whole country inside of three weeks" and embarks on an ambitious plan to modernize Camelot with 19th c. industrial inventions like electricity and gunfire. It isn't long before all hell breaks loose!Written in 1889, Mark 'A Connecticut Yankee in King Arthur's Court' is one of literature's first genre mash-ups and one of the first works to feature time travel. It is one of the best known Twain stories, and also one of his most unique. Twain uses the work to launch a social commentary on contemporary society, a thinly veiled critique of the contemporary times despite the Old World setting.While the dark pessimism that would fully blossom in Twain’s later works can be discerned in 'A Connecticut Yankee in King Arthur's Court,' the novel will nevertheless be remembered primarily for its wild leaps of imagination, brilliant wit, and entertaining storytelling.

Do you want to read the book Mark Twain was working on before he died? If so, this is a must read, this book has different versions and remains unfinished. The Mysterious Stranger, as one reviewer said, this was going to be one of the greatest Mark Twain books beside the Tom Sawyer series too bad it was not finished!The Mysterious Stranger is a fiction novel written by Mark Twain. It takes place in the Middle Ages in a town in Austria called Eseldorf. The book deals with the story of three boys, Seppi Wohlmeier, Nikolaus Bauman and Theodor Fischer, narrated from the point of view of the latter. Mark Twain, America’s first man of letters and humorist.

The Mysterious Stranger is a fiction novel written by Mark Twain. It takes place in the Middle Ages in a town in Austria called Eseldorf. The book deals with the story of three boys, Seppi Wohlmeier, Nikolaus Bauman and Theodor Fischer, narrated from the point of view of the latter. Mark Twain, America’s first man of letters and humorist.

A Tramp Abroad Mark Twain 1880
Successor to Twain’s first collection of travel memoirs takes a second look at Europe. In "A Tramp Abroad," Twain’s abundant humor waxes as freely as ever; this time, however, his amusement bears a more cynical cast, as he regards the grand tourist sights of Innocents through his now older and more experienced eyes.

The Adventures of Tom Sawyer: Classic Original Edition (Illustrated) Mark Twain 2019-08-25
"The Adventures of Tom Sawyer by Mark Twain is an 1876 novel about a young boy growing up along the Mississippi River. It is set in the 1840 in the fictional town of St. Petersburn, inspired by Hannibal, Missouri, where Twain lived as a boy. In the novel Tom Sawyer has several adventures, often with his friend Huckleberry Finn. Originally a commercial failure, the book ended up appearing as one of the first American novels to achieve critical and commercial success and has been translated into more than 20 languages.

The Prince and the Pauper: the Original 1882 Edition (Illustrated) Mark Twain 2019-08-25
Do you want to read the first historical fiction book Mark Twain wrote? If so, this is a must read, this book was published in Canada before it was published in the United States. The Prince and the Pauper, as one reviewer said, I read this several times as a kid, and loved it. I really loved Twain’s humor and class commentary about the hypocrisy of the upper classes!The Prince and the Pauper is a historical fiction novel written by Mark Twain. Set in 1547, it tells the story of two young boys who were born on the same day and are identical in appearance: Tom Canty, a pauper who lives with his abusive, alcoholic father in Offal Court off Pudding Lane in London, and Edward VI of England, son of Henry VIII of England.

Do you want to read the book Mark Twain was working on before he died? If so, this is a must read, this book has different versions and remains unfinished. The Mysterious Stranger, as one reviewer said, this was going to be one of the greatest Mark Twain books beside the Tom Sawyer series too bad it was not finished!The Mysterious Stranger is a fiction novel written by Mark Twain. It takes place in the Middle Ages in a town in Austria called Eseldorf. The book deals with the story of three boys, Seppi Wohlmeier, Nikolaus Bauman and Theodor Fischer, narrated from the point of view of the latter. Mark Twain, America’s first man of letters and humorist.
being the best selling of any of Twain's works during his lifetime. Though overshadowed by its sequel, Adventures of Huckleberry Finn, the book is by many considered a masterpiece of American literature, and was one of the first novels to be written on a typewriter."

**Adventures of Huckleberry Finn (SeaWolf Press Illustrated Classic)** Mark Twain 2021-02-24

Original Illustrated Mark Twain/imitation Leather/gold Stamped/color Onlay Susan Polis Schutz 1988

**Old Times on the Mississippi** Mark Twain 1876

*Tom Sawyer: the Original 1876 Edition (Illustrated)* Mark Twain 2020-07-25

Do you want to know about the most popular book Mark Twain Wrote? If so, this is a must read, this book is Mark Twain's most known series. Tom Sawyer, as one reviewer said, Parents need to know that Mark Twain's the Adventures of Tom Sawyer is one of this great American author's best-loved novels! Tom Sawyer is a children's literature fiction novel written by Mark Twain. The Adventures of Tom Sawyer is an 1876 novel by Mark Twain about a young boy growing up along the Mississippi River. It is set in the 1840s in the fictional town of St. Peters burg, inspired by Hannibal, Missouri, where Twain lived as a boy.

**Roughing It** Mark Twain 2018-06-22

A semi-autobiographical account of Mark Twain's early adventures in western America. It is the first of his several travel books. He recounts his attempts at gold and silver mining which led to his becoming a paper millionaire for ten days.

**The Adventures of Huckleberry Finn (Illustrated First Edition)** Mark Twain 2020-10-20

With over 130 illustrations. Mark Twain's classic tale concerns young Huckleberry Finn who runs away from home. He teams up first with Jim, a runaway slave and then later in the story, comes across the 'Duke', the 'Dauphin', the Grangerfords and the Wilks'. Banned for crudeness by several libraries upon its publication, it is still seen as controversial because of the apparent racism within the book.

**Mark Twain’s Library of Humor by Mark Twain - Delphi Classics (Illustrated)** Mark Twain 2017-07-17

This eBook features the unabridged text of ‘Mark Twain’s Library of Humor’ from the bestselling edition of ‘The Complete Works of Mark Twain’. Having established their name as the leading publisher of classic literature and art, Delphi Classics produce publications that are individually crafted with superior formatting, while introducing many rare texts for the first time in digital print. The Delphi Classics edition of Twain includes original annotations and illustrations relating to the life and works of the author, as well as individual tables of contents, allowing you to navigate eBooks quickly and easily. eBook features: * The complete unabridged text of 'Mark Twain’s Library of Humor' * Beautifully illustrated with images related to Twain’s works * Individual contents table, allowing easy navigation around the eBook * Excellent formatting of the text

Please visit www.delphiclassics.com to learn more about our wide range of titles.
The original illustrated Mark Twain

Mark Twain 1986-02-01

Mark Twain 2012-11-15

No library's complete without the classics! This edition collects some of the most popular works of legendary humorist and novelist Mark Twain. Mark Twain wrote his greatest works more than one hundred years ago, but he's never far from the minds of Americans. Whether it's the new, complete, and uncensored version of his autobiography hitting bestseller lists or the removal of certain controversial language from one of his novels, his name and his legacy remain a topic of conversation--and undoubtedly will for years to come. There's no better time to appreciate his stories, or read them for the very first time. The Adventures of Tom Sawyer, The Prince and the Pauper, Adventures of Huckleberry Finn, A Connecticut Yankee in King Arthur's Court, and The Tragedy of Pudd'nhead Wilson are collected in this timeless and elegant book. Part of the Canterbury Classics series, Mark Twain features an introduction by a renowned Twain scholar that will enlighten new and familiar readers alike. This edition of Mark Twain is a treasure to enjoy forever--just like the writing of Twain himself! The Innocents Abroad

Mark Twain 1901

The Innocents Abroad 2018-07-29

Published under the full name The Innocents Abroad, or The New Pilgrims' Progress, this became Mark Twain's best selling book during his life and one of the best-selling travel books of all time. It is a detailed narrative of a long excursion with a group of fellow travelers to the Holy Land shortly after the Civil War aboard the Quaker City.

The Gilded Age, Complete: a Tale of Today

Charles Dudley Warner 2021-08-21

The Gilded Age: A Tale of Today is a novel by Mark Twain and Charles Dudley Warner first published in 1873. It satirizes greed and political corruption in post-Civil War America. Although not one of Twain's best-known works, it has appeared in more than 100 editions since its original publication. Twain and Warner originally had planned to issue the novel with illustrations by Thomas Nast. The book is remarkable for two reasons--it is the only novel Twain wrote with a collaborator, and its title very quickly became synonymous with graft, materialism, and corruption in public life. The novel gave the era its nickname: the period of U.S. history from the 1870s to about 1900 is now referred to as the Gilded Age.

The Adventures of Huckleberry Finn Graphic Novel

Mark Twain 2010-08-27

Themes: Adapted Classics, Low Level Classics, Graphic Novels, Illustrated, Mark Twain, Fiction, Tween, Teen, Young Adult, Hi-Lo, Hi-Lo Books, Hi-Lo Solutions, High-Low Books, Hi-Low Books, ELL, EL, ESL, Struggling Learner, Struggling Reader, Special Education, SPED, Newcomers, Reading, Learning, Education, Educational, Educational Books. These literary masterpieces are made easy and interesting. This series features classic tales retold with color illustrations to introduce literature to struggling readers. Each 64-page eBook retains key phrases and quotations from the original classics. The Adventures of Huckleberry Finn takes place on the Mississippi during the late 1800s... when the riverboat and small towns along the river were
The Complete Letters of Mark Twain by Mark Twain - Delphi Classics (Illustrated) Mark Twain 2017-07-17 This eBook features the unabridged text of 'The Complete Letters of Mark Twain' from the bestselling edition of 'The Complete Works of Mark Twain'. Having established their name as the leading publisher of classic literature and art, Delphi Classics produce publications that are individually crafted with superior formatting, while introducing many rare texts for the first time in digital print. The Delphi Classics edition of Twain includes original annotations and illustrations relating to the life and works of the author, as well as individual tables of contents, allowing you to navigate eBooks quickly and easily. eBook features: * The complete unabridged text of 'The Complete Letters of Mark Twain' * Beautifully illustrated with images related to Twain’s works * Individual contents table, allowing easy navigation around the eBook * Excellent formatting of the textPlease visit www.delphiclassics.com to learn more about our wide range of titles

Sketches New and Old Mark Twain 1903
The Adventures of Huckleberry Finn Mark Twain 2010-09-01 Themes: Hi-Lo, adapted classics, low level classics, graphic novel. These literary masterpieces are made easy and interesting. This series features classic tales retold with color illustrations to introduce literature to struggling readers. Each 64-page softcover book retains key phrases and quotations from the original classics. The Adventures of Huckleberry Finn takes place on the Mississippi during the late 1800s... when the riverboat and small towns along the river were adventurous, exciting, and romantic.

A Connecticut Yankee in King Arthur's Court: the Original 1889 Edition (Illustrated) Mark Twain 2020-07-26 Do you want to know about the greatest Satire book in history? If so, this is a must read, this book is Mark Twain's lesser known book. A Connecticut Yankee in King Arthur's Court, as one reviewer said, Forget Tom Sawyer and Huckleberry Finn, this is Twain's greatest work!A Connecticut Yankee in King Arthur's Court is a satire fiction novel written by Mark Twain. Historically, this exterior frame is set in nineteenth century England. The bulk of the novel, however, takes place in the historic Camelot of the sixth century and in and around both the English countryside and Europe, where Hank Morgan claims to have lived in the past.

The Writings of Mark Twain (pseud.): The adventures of Huckleberry Finn (Tom Sawyer's comrade) Mark Twain 1899

Tom Sawyer Abroad Mark Twain 2021-03-13 Tom Sawyer Abroad (1894) is Twain’s take on the adventure story. It occurs very shortly after The Adventures of Huckleberry Finn, and, like all of the novels except The Adventures of Tom Sawyer, is narrated by Huckleberry Finn, in spite of the fact that he concluded TAOHF by telling us in no uncertain terms he’d never write a book again.1 The boys and Jim have returned to Petersburg and are celebrated for a short time for their travels and hijinks, but Tom, who has a bullet in his leg and works up a limp to make sure no one forgets it, is celebrated most of all. Tom loves the attention and keenly feels the burn when his closest competition for Most Traveled and Celebrated Petersburgian, a post master who has traveled all the way to Washington DC to confess to the senate that he never delivered a properly addressed letter, announces a plan to go to St. Louis to see an airship that will be traveling over the globe. Tom implores Huck and Jim (who is free, remember) to accompany him to St. Louis; when they see the postmaster touring the small, hot air balloon-like ship, Tom urges them onto the ship itself and insists on being the last ones off, so as not to be outdone.

The Original Illustrated Mark Twain Mark Twain 2001 With over 450 original illustrations, the wonderful collection of Twain's classics includes The Adventures of Huckleberry Finn, A Connecticut Yankee in King Arthur's Court, The Prince and the Pauper, plus 29 short stories. Mark Twain's Book of Animals Mark Twain 2011-07 "For those unaware—as I was until I read this book—that Mark Twain was one of America's early animal advocates, Shelley Fisher Fishkin's collection of his writings on animals will come as a revelation. Many of these pieces are as fresh and lively as when they were first written, and it's wonderful to have them gathered in one place." —Peter Singer, author of Animal Liberation and The Life You Can Save “A truly exhilarating work. Mark
Twain's animal-friendly views would not be out of place today, and indeed, in certain respects, Twain is still ahead of us: claiming, correctly, that there are certain degraded practices that only humans inflict on one another and upon other animals. Fishkin has done a splendid job: I cannot remember reading something so consistently excellent."—Jeffrey Moussaieff Masson, author of When Elephants Weep and The Face on Your Plate

"Shelley Fisher Fishkin has given us the lifelong arc of the great man's antic, hilarious, and subtly profound explorations of the animal world, and she's guided us through it with her own trademark wit and acumen. Dogged if she hasn't." —Ron Powers, author of Dangerous Water: A Biography of the Boy Who Became Mark Twain and Mark Twain: A Life

*Tom Sawyer Abroad / Tom Sawyer, Detective* Mark Twain 2011-10-02

"Do you reckon Tom Sawyer was satisfied after all them adventures? No, he wasn't. It only just pisoned him for more." So Huck declares at the start of the first of these once celebrated but now little-known sequels to Adventures of Huckleberry Finn. These unjustly neglected works are among the most enjoyable of Mark Twain's novels. In *Tom Sawyer Abroad*, Tom, Huck, and Jim travel across the Atlantic in a futuristic air balloon to encounter lions, robbers, fleas, and some of the world's greatest wonders. In *Tom Saywer, Detective*, Tom and Huck journey down the Mississippi to help solve a mysterious crime. Told in Huck's voice and replete with down-hime backwoods Missouri wisdom, these two stories tackle every subject from the Crusades and chronometers to ghosts and swearing popes.—Publisher description.